
Dollar Store Hack (DUE DECEMBER 2nd) 

Some artists to look at: 

Liza Lou 
Tara Donovan 
Jean Shin 
Joana Vasconcelos 
Sandy Skoglund 
Katharina Fristch 
Malia Jensen 
Willie Cole 
Tom Friedman 
Andy Goldsworthy 
Nick Cave 
Do Ho Suh 
Cai Guo Qiang 
Louise Nevelson 
Ai Wei Wei 
 
 
Concept: 
By using an everyday object, transcend the form's meaning / function by designing a structure out of 
multiples. Research artists listed above to view work and interviews of professional artists. Last but not 
least, where to exhibit your work (outside, in the class room, in the crit space, or hallways). Site specific 
Art can also be known as an "Installation". When choosing your object, consider construction. How will 
you join or adhere the objects? Must you connect your objects using an adhesive? Are they free floating, 
bunched, stacked, scattered, etc? Do you want to work small or large (size and scale)? How will that 
support your idea? What is an installation? How can you use a location to your best advantage? What 
characteristics of the environment can support or possibly change your idea. Work with the location; it 
is just as important as the "piece". When constructing / designing your idea, consider basic design 
concepts and techniques used throughout the past projects. Take note of certain characteristics of your 
chosen object that could be utilized as part of the design (color, shape, or texture). 
 
Material possibilities:  
 
Objects for consideration may include but not limited to:  
chop sticks, match packs, packaging (ex: juice boxes), pencils, etc (use cheap or free recognizable object 
forms). Dollar Store!   
 
Some recommendations would be inexpensive or free, mass‐produced objects like straws, paper cups, 
coffee filters, cheese puffs, army men, thumbtacks, pencils or wood scraps. If you are considering a 
larger piece, visit the Home Depot, Construction Junction or a thrift store for a variety of similar 
multiples that can be purchased cheaply. Your adhesive needs to be either a part of the visual object or 
needs to be disguised.  Do NOT simply tape things together with masking tape.   
 
 
 



Adhesives: 
 
Use glue, thread, etc. to adhere the objects together. 
 
Approach:  
 
Research the artists listed online to stimulate possible ideas and materials for use. Consider if you want 
to mold a recognizable form or construct in pure design. When choosing your object, consider 
construction. How will you join or adhere the objects? Must you connect your objects using an 
adhesive? Are they free floating, bunched, stacked, scattered, etc? Do you want to work small or large 
(size and scale)? How will that support your idea? What is an installation? How can you use a location to 
your best advantage? What characteristics of the environment can support or possibly change your idea. 
Work with the location; it is just as important as the "piece". When constructing / designing your idea, 
consider basic design concepts and techniques used throughout the past projects. Take note of certain 
characteristics of your chosen object that could be utilized as part of the design (color, shape, or 
texture). View these objects through the eyes of an artist and not for utilitarian purposes. For example, a 
yellow pencil can be shaved to a point, has an orange shape at one end (a.k.a. eraser), and a small shiny 
gold or silver textured surface. Each of these properties can be utilized within your design. 
 
Last but not least, consider the conceptual properties of the object. For example Jean Shin uses lottery 
tickets as a symbol of chance, hope, and vulnerability. She builds a city using losing lottery tickets to 
support the notion that everything may seem structural sound, but within a moment the house of cards 
can fall. Considering Jean Shin recently exhibited this work may parallel the recent economic state. This 
work is a great example showcasing a marriage of aesthetic and conceptual practices. As I have repeat 
within each assignment, “do not think too much in the beginning of the process”. Think, sketch, work, 
think sketch, work, think, sketch, work... ideas come from work; work develops ideas. One action 
informs the other. 
 
Grading: does your work support the points below? 
 
Concept 
-Are you following the concept of the project?  
- Does your work conceptually stimulate the viewer?  
 
Craftsmanship 
- Neatness, precision, Intelligent and crafty use of the medium (no distractions from craftsmanship 
errors) 
 
Creativity  
-Originality, problem solving, innovation 
 
Composition (overall design) 
Does your work visually stimulate the viewer? Interesting from all angles? 
 
Completion 
-Does the project seem complete, developed/evolved, and well executed? 


